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to the time he moved to West Virginia, nobody believed them, nor do they now."
The reporter asked : "Do you know
one of the ablest lawyers in the west.
also practiced law in Washington anything about these insinuations or
He
New Mexico's Delegate Gives Elkins
after going out of congress, both charges against Mr. Elkins, and if there
a Character.
before
the supreme court of the is any foundation for them?"
Mr. Catron replied with some emphaUnited States and in the departments.
Catron Talked Freely to a Went Virginia Mr. Elkins was president of the first sis: "I know there is no truth in then!
Newspaper Alan While lie Was Kant
national bank of Santa Fe for thirteen and no foundation for them whatever.
Keeently.
years, during which time it enjoyed un- I will state further, and every member of
exampled prosperity and success.
It the bar and every good citizen of the terHon. Thomas P.. Catron, delegate was then one of the most successful ritory who lived there then will bear me
out in saying that during the time of his
elect from New Mexico, the leading at- - banks in the west."
residence in New Mexico, Mr. Elkins
official
Mr.
atElkins
position
foi
did
of
torney
"What
the territory and
nierly
torney general and United States dis- hold while lie resided in New Mexico?" was never guilty of any wrong doing, irtrict attorney, was in this city this
"lie was a member of the legislature, regularity or impropriety in the practice
week, lleing asked by a reporter ahout district
attorney ( gen- of his profession or in private life, and
attorney,
United
district
attorney no reputable person will be found to say
States
eral,
election
New
in
Mexico, he replied
the
that it was "carried hy the republicana, under President Johnson and Grant, and that he did. It is so easy to make vague
and that his majority was 2Ó00." And was twice elected to congress, the last and general charges against public men,
added that he was the first republican time while he was in Europe, and in the and especially men of positive convichis face of declination to be a candidate. tions like Mr. Elkins, about matters
delégate elected in eight years."
living asked what was the prospect for In all these positions Mr.Elkins acquitted claimed to have occurred more than
the admission of New Mexico as a state, himself with ability and honor. I think twenty years ago,atul 2000 miles away. I
Mr. Catron said:
"This brought ine it may be fairly said that Mr. Elkins, have often thought that Mr. Elkins should
east, and I am glad to tind the prospects during the time he lived in New Mexico, make some denial of these insinuations,
so good. Ido not think there is any was the most popular man in the terri- but he said he had no answer for mere
doubt about the passage of the bill. tory, lie was esteemed, respected and generalities."
Mr. Catron further replied "that there
New Mexico is clearly entitled to admis- - admired by members of his profession,
sum. It should have been admited and the people in general. lie was an is no foundation for the charge about
twenty years ago when Mr. Elkins was exemplary citizen, public spirited ami star route matters. During the time
flu delegate. He made the most able exerted a wide influence in public affairs. Mr. Elkins resided in Washington, after
ami exhaustive speech on the subject When he was made secretary of war by his second term of congress, he practiced
that has ever been made, and carried the President Harrison, there was rejoicing law for two years, and while doing so he
measure though both .the house and all over New Mexico at his promotion. became the attorney for a number of
estéril corporations and people, among
vote, but the The leading business men of Santa Fe,
the senate by
mail contractors and corporations
them
of
board
the
distinction
party,
without
in
bill received au amendment
the
senate, there was no time to take it from of trade, chamber of commerce, all the engaged in transporting the mails, and
the speaker's table in the house, and the federal and territorial officers joined in as attorney, argued their cases before the
department, ami, when it was necessary,
u hearty telegram to him of congratula
measure was lost."
"liy the way," the reponer asked, tion. After his marriage to Miss Davis, in the courts, but he never had any in"since you have mentioned Mr. Elkins' now nearly twenty years ago, he always terest directly or indirectly in any conname, how long have you known him? claimed West Virginia as his home. He tract fr carrying the mails; he simply
attorney in con
I see he is now a candidate for a seat in begun his investments in West Virginia discharged the duties of
of his clients,
with
interests
the
nection
elsewhere."
voted
in
has
never
1879,
and
VirWest
from
United
States senate
the
"I notice in connection with his can- as any other attorney would have done,
ginia. Tell me some thing about his
life in the west, his standing as a laywer, didacy that some of the opposition and nothing more, and neither the postcitizen and business man out there." papers are attacking him and making master general nor the attorney general,
Mr. Ca; ron replied: I have know Mr. some insinúa: tons or charges against nor any oth-- r official of ihe government,
Elkins intimately for more than thirty him during his slay in New Mexico, es ever claimed that he was even in any
We graduated in the same class pecially in connection with Mexican way guilty of any irregularity in connecyears.
tion with the star route matters, or
at the Missouri university. In college land grants and the star route cases."
I have seen
Mexican land grants."
"Yes,
replied:
Mr.
Catron
a
studious,
hard
and
was
Mr. Elkins
The reporter asked : "How about the
worker, popular w ith the professors and some of these statements. They were
land grants?"
Mexican
way
general
students; though the youngest man in also made in a vague and
glad you ask thisipiestion,
very
am
"I
secrewas
appointed
he
time
the
about
standing,
the class, he took the highest
I am able to set this matter
at rest.
as
never
however,
Mr.
Elkins,
of
war.
his
but
tary
anything
life
without
began
lie
in New
residence
his
during
Elkins,
Mr.
1 luring his
took anv notice ot them. Mr. Elkins
education and profession.
of Mexican
a
number
purchased
Mexico,
the.-cnaimmediately
confirmed
by
was
residence in New Mexico I was intimateMr. Elkins en- and without objection. Had there been land grants, but m no instance did lie do
ly associated with him.
there was a good title,
joyed the largest practice of any lawyer any foundation for the,c charges, this so except where
grant had been con- the
where
Indeed,
and
in the territory, and was considered, up would have been impossible.

CATJiON
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which is erecting this smelter will add
THE MINING OUTLOOK.
firmed even before he came to New
Mexico.
The land grants that Mr.
other stacks, if necessary, to handle the
Elkina owned were never in question as Everything Looks Encouraging for a liufty ore and it is understood that there is a
Year In This Section.
prospect that the big mines at Santa
to their title. He was attorney for the
The outlook for a busy year in the Rita will be started up during the year.
owners of other Mexican land grants,
Preparations are being made to start
but even in these cases the titles to the mines in this part of New Mexico is exsame were sustained by the courts in- cellent. The low price of silver will pre- the Flagler smelter just below this city
variably, and there is no foundation vent the working of many mines which and if this be done there will.be considerwhatever for the charge or insinuation could be worked if the white metal com- able ore handled at this place.
that he had anything to do with any manded anything like a fair price, but The new camp which is being opened
fraudulent land grant. He was and is even at the present price there will be in the Burros is said tobe a very promischarged, I know, with being a part more work done in the mines this year ing one. A new mill will be put up
owner of the famous Maxwell land grant. than lias been done in southwestern New there in the near future and then the
value of the ores produced there can bo
This is not true in any sense. Mr. Mexico for several years past.
Of course there will bo very little done ascertained from a practical standpoint.
Elkins was only tho attorney of the
European purchasers of this property, in the silver camps but the activity in
There will undoubtedly be more work
and in defending the title in the courts, the gold and copper camps will make up done at Gold Hill this year than for
he, of course, got the
and opposi- for the falling off in the silver camps. some time past. This is undoubtedly a
tion of the squatters on this land and There has been very little doing in the good camp and many of the mines there
their agents. The title to this property lead mines recently and a revival of lead can be worked at a good profit with good
was not only sustained by the courts of mining to any great extent is not ex- management.
Of the silver camps in this section
the territory, but by the unanimous de- pected.
cision of the supreme courc of the
In the Mogollón district everything Georgetown is the mast important, but
United States, and the same sqatters looks encouraging and it is expected that even in this camp there will be very
and peoplo who made charges against the output of that district this year will little work done on account of the low
Mr. Elkins have made worse ones be more than double what it was last price of silver.
against the supreme court of the United year. Several of the mines there which
It is not expected that there will be
States and Mr. Cleveland for dispossess- have been developed to a considerable much work done in the lead mines at
ing them, under the decision of the extent are looking better than ever and Cook's peak or in the lead mines in other
United States supreme court. I can the output will be increased. It may be parts of the county.
state that Mr. Elkins never did anything said that the development of the camp
On the whole, the outlook for silver is
in New Mexico that militates in the has but just been commenced as there most encouraging and the only thing to
least against his character as a citizen, are dozens of locations which have not be desired by the miners is the passage
as a member of tho bar or as an official. been developed but which are on veins of a law providing for the free and unHis private life from boyhood has been which have been opened and found tobe limited coinage of silver. This would
pure and stainless, and his ollicial life rich in gold and silver ore.
cause the hills of New Mexico to be filled
beyond successful assault. No business
One of the advantages which this camp withminers and give the mining indusman east or west has better business possesses is a practical independence of try in this part of the territory such an
reputation than Mr. Elkins.
His the silver market. Most of the ore taken impetus as it has never had before.
credit is the highest all over the country. out carries gold enough to pay nearly all
Hunk Itiiililtng Bii.uiir.
He has always commanded capital for of the expense of mining and milling
Aaron Schutz, one of the best known
all of his enterprises, and no man ever leaving the silver for profit. This camp
lost money by joining him in any of his is unquestionably the best one yet merchants in this part of New Mexico,
business undertakings. He is a very opened in the southern part of New has decided to remove from his present
quarters and will open a new store in the
able and many-side- d
man, full of re- Mexico, if not in the whole territory.
sources, has ripe experience, is scholarly,
Although there is very little noise Silver City National bank building on
widely read, and a strong and forcible made aliout it, P inos Altos is one of the the first of March.
The store room is being fitted up now
No republican in the country leading gold camps in New Mexico. It
debater.
exerted more influence than Mr. Elkins has been producing gold steadily for and will be ready for occupation soon.
in the last three national republican more than thirty years and the mines Mr. Schutz will occupy the entire first
conventions. He understands men, was are still producing gold in large quanti- floor of the building except the corner
always able to impress them, ajid is a ties. For the past three or four months in which the bank is located. This will
natural leader. He lias always been there has been a scarcity of water which give him plenty of room and the finest
a contributor to charities, and a consist- has materially affected the output of the store in the city. He has decided to
ent member of the Church of the Disci- camp on account of the impossibility of name the new store the Bank Building
ples ever since he was in college; Ho running the mills on anything like full Bazaar and will sell goods at a small
has invested largely in West Virginia time, but now it is probable that the margin for cash.
Mr. Schutz has been in business in
properties, is interested in the develop- mills can be kept going pretty steadily
ment of its resources, and is enthusiastic until next summer. There is a large this county for many years and has an
over the future of the state; and if elect- amount of ore out in the camp and the established reputation for fair dealing.
ed will make an able senator, one that production of bullion for the next four Tim E.voi.k wishes him abundant sucwill do credit and reflect honor on West or five months is likely to be larger than cess in "the Bank Building Bazaar.
Virginia, and his West Virginia friends it has been for some years past.
The roads have been pretty heavy for
have reason to be proud of him. West
The outlook for the Central district
past week and there has not beeti so
the
Virginia
and the camps at Ivanhoe, Hanover and
much
freight moved to the Mogollóos on
n
Santa Rita is excellent. The
The rain last week swelled the mount- smelter which is being put up at Ivan- this account as usual.
ain streams so that it made a big rise in hoe will be blown in soon and then the
Since the holidays business has been
the Gila river. Crossings were made output of copper from this section will dull, but it is not so bad as it was last
with difficulty at Cliff during the latter be larger than ever before. The New winter. Times are slowly but surely
part of last week.
Mexico and Arizona Smelting company picking up.
ill-wi- ll

Inter-Mountai- n.

75-to-
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Should Nut he Overlooked
Uy Our Hender.
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Lower Mimhres Gossip.

Serennded the Professor.
The students of the normal school as
sembled at the residence of S. H. Eckles
last Thursday evening and from there
marched to the Fielder residence on
Ninth street, which is now occupied by
Prof. Long, where they serenaded the
professor and his wife who arrived from
Hillsborough on the afternoon train.
The yard in front of the house was
almost filled with young ladies and gentlemen who attend the normal school
and when they commenced to sing, the
residents of that part of town opened
their doors and listened. They sang a
couple of songs and then I'rof. Long invited them to come in. After having
offered their congratulations, they sang
a few more songs and then departed
wishing the newly married pair a long
life of happiness.

The election here for precinct officers
was somewhat exciting, and was entered
into with great spirit.
The "Mimhres Cavaliers" put Homer
Tarbell up for justice of the peace
and after a hard fight Sir. Tarbell was
elected, defeating John Allison three
votes, the count was Tarbell forty-threAllison forty. For constable, Ilarrv
Whitehill "The Mayor of Mowcry City,"
nominated the great Grover Cleveland;
the "Cavaliers" nominated William
Neal Foster. The great Grover was in- gloriously defeated; the vote was, Foster
forty, Cleveland one. Whitehill is very
soro over the result, and left immediately after the votes were counted for l'inos
Altos.
We've had a little rain here.
Stockmen are expecting to sell before
spring so as to lighten the range. Jud.
e.

Washouts on the line of the Southern
Pacific delayed trains for two days last
week.
The pupils of the normal school were
engaged with their examinations last
week.
If it were not for the prisoners from
Peniing and Central the county jail
would he a lonesome place.
The predictions of the old weulher
prophets that this would he an unusual
ly cold winter are not being verified to
any surprising degree.
Silver City will soon have telephones
but that isn't all there is in store for us.
It will not be very long before electric
lights will shine on the just and the un
just of this city.
There are few miners in this part of
New Mexico w ho are out of employ
nient now and there will soon he a de
niand for more in the mines in some of
the districts in this section.
Duck hunting in this part of New
Mexico this season has not been so good
as usual. Thure are but few ducks on
the (lila and they are not so plentiful
on the Rio Grande as thev were last
year.
Quite a number of people who reside
between Cliff and Mogollón are anxious
to get a postolliee established at some
point on the route between these points
hj that they will not have to go so far
for mail.
Considerable snow fell in the mountains last week, but while it was snowing
in the mountains it was raining here.
The snow and rain fall was sullicient to
thoroughly soak the ground and will
help to make early grass for stock.
Grant county is now 18 months in arrears with the interest on the bonds of
the county and ihe bondholders are getting uneasy altout it. If the delinquent
taxes could he collected there would be
money enough in the treasury to pay into est on the houls and the lloaiing indebtedness of the com. ty.

great deal of work is needed on t luthis city in order to make them
proof against damage by itoods. If the
city fathers eoii.d make urnn.gements
with the lioard of county coimuissioi.erH
to work the hobos in the county jail on
the streets, it would not lake long to put
down substantial pavements on the
principal streets. The work would he
conducive to the health of the hobos and
of henelit to the citv.

A
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Surprise Piirty.

Selling Telephone Poles;

Newspaper men are rarely surprised
at anything, but the editor of Tub Eaoi.k
is obliged to jilead guilty to a bad case of
surjirise. Like other jieojde, newsjuijier
men grow old and their birthdays roll
around with surprising rapidity.
Last Saturday marked one of the milestones on the jiathway of the life of the
editor of Tun Eaoi.h, and on Friday
evening about thirty of his friends who
were in the secret assembled at his residence while he was down town on a wild
goose chase assisted by the sheriff of the
county. When he returned he found
the house full of merry makers who
smiled audibly at bis surprise.
The evening was sjient at cards and
the arty broke up in the wee hours of
the morning.

The work of setting the telephone
jioles for the Silver City and Mogollón
telejihone line is being jiushed as rajiidly
as jiossible and it will not be many
weeks before there will be "hello" otliees
at this lace and Mogollón for the accommodation of the peojile of these and
intermediate jilaces.
The new line will be of great benefit to
the jieojile at the canijis in the Mog'dlon
district as a great deal of time can be
saved by the use of the telejihone. The
constantly increasing business which is
being done by the merchants of this
jilace with these cunjis almost makes
communication between the
(piick
jilaces a necessity.

The social which was given by the
Methodist church at Morrill hall last
Horn, to the wife of Col. .1. W. Carter, Wednesday evening was largely attendon Tuesday, Jan. 1", 18!).', a daughter. ed and was a jiroiiounced success both
The colonel was busy inviting his friends socially ami financially. The net
amounted to about !(.')0.
to take something last week.
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PERSONAL PALAVER.
Mention

of People You

Do and

Do

Not Know.
Other Interesting Mutter Which Gun
Keml With Proiit liy All Our

Ho

TuWIlHJHMiplo.

J.

B. Warren was

at Awning last week.

D. R. Brownell went to Mogollón

last

t

If yon want a Parlor stove

go

to

C. C. Hall, oí Albuquerque, was in the
city last week.
Fresh eandies every day at Martin
Malier's.
Editor 'Walton, of the Headlight, was
in town last week.
New .goods just received at

2Ü, 1895.

JANUARY

Slurried.

Wm. F. Lorenz and M. W. Porteriield
went to the Mimbres last Saturday to
attend a party at Thompson's ranch.
We can give you inside prices on all
publications. Call and leave your sub
scriptions. Nolans, opposite postollice.
W. C. Swift expects to leave for St.
Louis this week where he will co into
the employ of the Reck & Corbitt Iron
company.
The celebrated Wilson Heaters, the
most economical Heating Stove manufactured, can be found only at Nei'f's.
Call and see them.
Robert Evans, who was injured by a
horse several weeks ago, has recovered
so that lie is again able to be on the
streets.
R. T. Link, superintendent of schools,
started out on a trip through the Mim
bres country last Monday to visit the

on
Mexico,
At Hillsboro, New
Wednesday evening, January 16, 1895,
by Rev. Frank M. Day, at the residence
of George Richardson, Prof. James Long,
of the New Mexico normal school of this
city, and Miss Nora Reading, niece of
Mrs. George Richardson, were married.
The newly married pair left Hillsboro
on the following morning, arriving in
this city on Thursday afternoon last.
They are living in the Fielder residence
on Ninth street.
Prof. Long has been a resident of this
place since last summer and during his
residence here has made many friends,
all of whom wish the newly married
pair a long and happy married life.

ehools.

Miss Thompson went out to Upton's
on the Mimbres last Thursday for
ranch
CI
T.
iino
W.
was in town from Tinos
a short visit prior to her departure for
Altos last Saturday.

California.
Library Laníos, Ramiuet Lumps and a
lanje variety of Plain and Ornamental
R. II. Speed was out to his ranch in Lamps,
at lower prices than can be
the Rurros last week.
found elsewhere, at Neff's.
Rest Kansas patent (lour for sale at
Capt W. S. French, who lias been in
Martin Malier's.
Santa Fe in the interest of a bill for the
P. Allen was in from bis Walnut annexation of the Mogollón country to
Springs ranch last Monday.
Grant county, returned last Sunday.
Cipriano Daca, recently deputy sheriff
Sheriff Shannon returned from Dom
of this county, is at Mogollón.
ing last Wednesday.
He was down
Don't read your neighbor's paper but there
removing
taking
and
charge of a
subscrilie for Tins Eaui.k.
stock of goods recently sold by Gaton
Mr. and Mrs. R. F. Gooch were Pettey.
in from the Mimbres last Thursday.
Deputy Marshal McAfee went to Las
Max Sehutz returned from a business
Cruces last Thursday with a Chinaman
trip to the Mogollons last Thursday.
who has been confined in the jail here
I,. A. Skelly and C. F. Grayson left for
some time. The Celestial will prob
for Santa Fe last Sunday morning.
ably be deported to the Flowery King
Fine line of Pocket and Table Cutlery dom.
at n. ueorge Komnson s.
Mrs. John Arscott, of Walkerton, Out
is here visiting hersister, Mrs. J.J. Kelly
Go to the Broadwav Hotel for meals,
It is the best place in the city.
20
District Attorney Narllee was at Santa
Fe last week.
He returned last Friday
Ruy your dailies, weeklies, periodicals
ana magazines at solan s .News Depot,
See the Cook Stoves
Komnson s.

and Ranges at

SPEED

Petitions are being circulated asking the legislature to let the county division matter severely alone.
The Chautauqua Literary and Scientific circle will meet at the residence of
Mrs. Porteriield tomorrow afternoon.
J. J. Kelly, grand master of Masons of
this territory, received an invitation to
be present at the laying of the corner
stone of the Masonic temple at Detroit,
Mich., this afternoon.
I have the exclusive sale of George
Kindel's Comforters, equal to Down and
at one half the cost. Size six by seven
feet. Price reduced to $!i each for a
O,. C. Hinmax.
short time only.
.
J. T. Goane, who has been in the employ of Speed & Link, went to Demiug
last week where he is employed by John
Stinson. Mr. Goane is a butcher who
thoroughly understands his business.
For Sule Hunch.
Ranch of 80 acres, patented and on
record, 50 acres tillable, 20 under cultivation, well water, houses and corral and
all but 5 acres under fence.' Good government land on three sides. Price
$1)00.
Inquire at Eaoi,k ollice.

&

LINK,

Proprietors of the

PEOPLE'S

Dell Cobb, formerly of this city, is
manager of the Tribune at Fort Worth
Tex.
J. A. Potter was over from (eorgetow
last Monday with the ballot, box from
precinct No. 6.
Rrini! your job work to Tun Eaoi.e of
lice. It will be done neatly, promptly and
at reasonable rates.
A. R. Laird went to Santa Fe last Sun
day morning to see about the bill for tl
creation of Florida countv.

EAT"
to- -

ARKET

Will constantly keep on hand the choicest

Beef, Pork and Mutton.
Oysters, Fish and Game in Season.

Mrs. J. Rlack has reopened the BroadAlso a full line of FRUIT.
way Hotel dining room where the best
DULLARD
meals in the eitv can be had.
20

We solicit your patronage.

ST., SILVER CITY, N. M.
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I

will move my

Stock to the Silver City
National Bank building.

Di.

x

I invite my OLD CUSTOMERS

and the PUBLIC GENERALLY to
If

b
is?

call and convince themselves that

this will he the hest place in
Grant Connty to purchase goods.

I

AARON SCHUTZ.
Vx
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more than $50,000 and the new county sons sentenced to suffer tho death penbill was defeated. Now neither town alty in the territory and that the execu
can raise anything like as much money tions shall take place at the territorial
What the Law Makers at Santa Fe
for a corruption fund and there will not penitentiary in the presence of certain
are Talking About.
be such a bitter fight made. The brunt specified persons, including the sheriff
of the battle will fall on half a dozen oí the county from which the person
Home of tho I'eoplo of Doming lire Trying
men from Doming and they are not under sentence of death comes. The deto (let a Itill Through for a New
going to invest many thousands of doltails of the execution must be kept secret
County.
lars in so uncertain a fight as the new and the warden of the penitentiary is to
receive $50 as bis compensation for each
Quite a number of bills have been in- county scheme.
The
proposed
new
in
death sentence carried into execution.
all
county
takes
during
bonnes
the
troduced in the two
Councilman Hadley has introduced a
week, but the one oí more interst to the of the Southern Pacific railroad in Grant
bill
of
twelve
in
and
county
miles
the
line
which.if it becomes a law, will facil-tat- e
residents of Grant county than any other
Ana
all
Dona
six
miles
the trial of civil cases in the district
county,
about
but
is the one introduced in the council providing for the creation of a new county of the Mew Mexico and Arizona railroad, courts of the territory. The bill provides
with Doming as the county seat. Some all of the A., T. & S. F. in Grant county that at the beginning of each term of
oí the heaviest property owners of Dem except that part of it between White court litigants in civil cases may secure
ing are working for the bill with the de water and Silver City.and about 20 miles a trial by jury by demanding a jury
of the Santa Fe which is now in Dona trial and depositing $25. If no deposit
termination to secure its passage.
The bill takes a strip be made it will be considered that a jury
They have met with some encourage Ana county.
miles
in
twelve
width off the western has been waived and the case will be
merit and will have the assistance of the
of
Dona
Ana
from the Mexi
end
tried by the court, except in such cases
county
to
who
Summit county people
are trying
get a new county with Gallup for the can line to the first section line north oí as the litigants are not able, on account
county seat. They propose to take the Nutt station. Nutt station is in the of poverty to make the deposit when a
western parts of Bernalillo and Valencia township which would form the north- jury trial can be had without the deposit
counties and form a new county in order eastern corner of the new county. The otherwise required. Trials of petty ofto obviate the necessity foi coming such new county would take in the old Fort fences will be greatly facilitated if the
a long distance to the county seats of Cumniings military reservation, the bill should become a law.
An attempt is being made to change
their respective counties. It seems that Cook's Teak mining district, Hudson's
the grounds which the Summit county springs and the best portion of the lower the law in reference to the distribution
people have for the formation oí a new Mimbres valley. It is also proposed in of school funds derived from saloon and
county are more substantial than those the bill to give to Grant county a strip gambling licenses collected in the preof the Deming people who cannot argue about twenty miles wide of Soccoro cincts of the various counties of the
Representative Hinkle is workthat it is too far for them to go to Silver county by about sixty miles long. In
short it is proposed to take about 5,000 ing for the passage of his bill which proCity to the county seat.
It is noised about by .the opponents of square miles of the territory of Grant vided that funds derived from these
the the new county bill that a few of the and give in return about 1,200 Ripiare sources shall be distributed among all of
residents of Deniing who are heavily in miles oí Socorro county with no railroad the precincts of the county in which
terested in real estate there are anxious at all. Even with the proposed territory they are collected. Some oí the legislato get the bill through in order to make from Socorro county Grant county would tors are in favor oí having the funds so
their property more readily saleable and be reduced to about half its present size collected turned over to the school
in order to do this they are willing to with less than half of its present taxable fund of the precinct in which they are
collected as was done previous to the
saddle an extra amount of taxation on valuation.
effort
An
was
made
by
the
time the law passed by the last legislaopponents
oí
oí
all
the residents
Grant county. It
is proposed to take the most of the rail-0- 1 of the bill to have it referred to a special ture went into effect, while others are in
1
property in the new county and committee which would have reported it favor of distributing the money throughthis property alone would go a long way adversely, but the bill went to the com out the county in which it is collected so
toward paying the expenees of the new mittee on counties and count v lines bv a that the country districts would get the
county as the rate would be considerably vote of 7 to 5. This indicates that the benefit of it. Most of the revenue derivhigher than it is now in order to main- new county people have a slight advant ed from these sources is collected in the
tain the two county governments by tax- age from a parliamentary point of view. towns and there is a wide diversity of
A bill extending the time for the pay- opinion as to whether the precincts in
ing the same property that is now required to pay the taxes for the support ment of the taxes of 1SU4 until the first which it is collected should got the
of July next was passed last week. whole benefit or whether the country
of one county government.
The first efforts of the people of Deni- There was some talk in the council in schools should come in for their share.
ing to get a new county is vividly re- opposition to the bill but the final vote It is quite probable that a compromise
membered when money was freely used stooil 11 in favor of its passage to 1 measure will be the result.
There was a lively time when the resby both sides to purchase members of against it.
bill
which
A
passed
was
olutions
changes
providing for the employment
the
the legislature. In connection with this
of
for
holding
in
time
the
district
and their pay by the territory
clerks
the
court
be
of
may
it
stated that one member
the
legislature sold himself three times in one third judicial district. This bill provides came up. The list of employes is a long
day. His vote was lirst purchased by that court shall be held in Dona Ana one and most of them were getting anxthe Denting people for a suit of clothes, county commencing on the third Mon- ious to have something done so that they
but, the Silver City contingent soon had days in March and September; in Sierra could get their pay. The republicans
him won over by the purchase of an en- county commencing on the fourth Mon- generally opposed the measure on the
tire new outfit lit for any gentleman. days in April and October and in Grant ground that the number of employes was
They urged economy and
His conversion did riot last long for be- county commencing on the third Mon- excessive.
some of them insisted that there was no
fore lie went to bed the Doming people days in May and November.
Mr. Hunker introduced a bill into the authority of law for the employment of
had him again on their side oí the fence.
The expense of this fight to the people of council which provides that the warden clerks other than those provided for and
Doming and Silver City amounted to of the ponetentiary shall execute all per paid by the government of the United
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States, but an agreement was finally
Itlrthdny Soi inl.
mover and manager of the social, and
reached and if the governor does not
A birthday social was given by the the ladies who assisted her, great credit
veto the measure or the courts enjoin Ladies' Aid society of the M. E. church is due.
the treasurer from paying the employes at Morrill hall, Wednesday evening,Jan.
The musical part of the program was
of the house, they will get the money 16, 1895. Following is the program :
highly appreciated by the audience.
which they have longed for this week.
1. Alto horn solo, " 'Tis Not True," by The Silver City Lady quartette was re
There is going to he some opposition
Rev. W. S. Fitch, with piano accom- called and sang Annie Laurie with fine
to the appropriation which is desired for
effect.
paniment by Miss Essie Abraham.
the completion of the normal school 2. Vocal Solo, Miss Elnora Elexander.
The performance of the dwarfs was exbuilding at Silver City, but it is not. be- i. Chorus, "(iayly launch and lightly ceedingly humorous and was well received by the audience and the portarit
lieved that the opposition will carry
row," Mercadante, by the M. E. Choir, gallery attracted much attention.
C.W.Mar-riott,Misses
much weight. Most of the legislators
Mrs. Wm. Gillett, and Mrs.
I.nti'Ht About DIvIhIoii.
see the importance of the matter and
Dee Moore, Josie Whitehill
The latest about division from L. A.
will undoubtedly favor the passage of a
and Pearl Childers, and Messrs. C. W. Skelly, now in Santa
Fe is that the origbill appropriating a suliicicnt amount to
Marriott, and W. S. Fitch, with organ inal Florida county bill can be defeated,
complete the building. The fact is realand piano accompaniment by Mirfs but a compromise has been proposed
ized that there is no school in New Mex
Kate Thompson and Miss Essie Abra which leaves a good portion ot the
Southern Pacific in this county, the line
ico which is doing better work than the
ham.
passing six miles west of Hudson, thence
normal school at Silver City. The ne- 4. Vocal solo, Miss Maude Knuckey.
south to the Mexican line.
cessity for the proper training of teachers 5. Selection by the Silver City Lady
The compromise proposed takes in
is apparent and, in all probability, a libQuartette, Mrs. Morrill, Miss Alex the Santa Fe to Rincón. I). P. Carr telegraphed Judge Rail yesterday that llo-ba- rt
eral appropriation will be made.
ander, Mrs. Laird and Mrs. Norton.
and others were talking compromise
A bill has been introduced which fixes 6. Introduction of some very Queer and stating
that his position was against
the rates winch shall be charged by
Dwarfs, with songs and Breches, division. He wanted to know if the
railroads in the territory for carrying
under the direction of Mrs. 15. T, people here would stand by him and
Judge Rail
by telegraph that
passengers at three cents a mile, but it
Link: The Darkie, Carrie Whitehill, thev would. replied
is not likely that the bill will pass. The
the Indian, Clarence Link, the Clown,
The iavmaster went over to Fort Rav- time may come when railroads can carry
Alice Green, the Old Maid, Gussie
ard last Monday morning to pay off the
passengers as cheap in New Mexico as
Kodgers, the Chinaman, Arthur Rivers.
troops at the post.
they can in the thickly settled portions 7. Recitation, "A smack in school,"
The gold shipments to Europe last
of the east, but it cannot be done now.
by Miss Mabel Upton.
Saturday amounted to $4,450,000 and
Representative Carr, of Grant county, 8. Instrumental Interlude, Miss Lillian heavier shipments are expected this
is very much in evidence in the lower
Clayton, violin, Rev. Fitch, alto horn, week.
The telephone poles for the Silver City
house, lie was one of the few members
Miss Essie Abraham, piano, and Miss
Mogollón telephone line have
and
in that branch of the legislature who
Kate Thompson, organ.
been laid all the way from Mogollón to
of
Man
Old
Song,
"The
opposed the Ilinkle school bill which is
Descriptive
the (iila.
now before the council with small
the Mountain," Rev. Fitch.
J. L. Vaughn came in from the Mimchances of passage, and he opposed the 10. Rase Solo, "I'm King of the Land bres last Wednesday with the ballot
and Sea," Mr. W. C. Marriott, with box from that precinct. He was one of
employment of the small army of clerks
the judges of election and thought it was
to be paid out of the territorial treasury.
chorus by the choir.
bad enough to have to serve as a judge
After the vote has been taken on the 11. Refreshments.
without pay, but when it came to being
resolución fixing the salaries of the em- 12. Portrait Gallery, conducted by Mrs. obliged to bring in the ballot box he concluded that the law providing for preW. C. Porterlield.
ployes, Mr. Carr moved that "to save
cinct elections ought to be repealed.
R5.
etc.
by
the
songs,
games,
Various
the taxpayers thousands of dollars of
The election resulted in the choice of
young people and children until 11 p.m. Homer Tarbe'd for justice of the peace
useless expense and the territory and
To Mrs. AV. L. Jackson, the prime and William Foster for constable.
each of the several counties from ruin
and bankruptcy, tins house do now adjourn nine fiV." The motion did not
prevail and the territory is at a daily
expense of about $1500 for employes of
the legislature.
1'OHllll CIlllllKI'M.

There has been quite a number of
changes in salaries of postmasters in
this territory. The official postal guide
IO
for this year shows a reduction of $100
of
each in the salaries
postmasters at the
following presidential ollices in the terri
tory: Albuquerque, Deming, Eddy, Las
Cruces, Santa Fe and Silver City. The
salary of the postmaster nt Socorro has
White Oaks has
been reduced $200.
been reduced from third to fourth class
Stage Leaves Silver City at 8 a. m. every Monday, Wednesday
and Roswell has been made a presiden and
Friday for Mogollón and intermediate points.
tial olfice and residents of the county
seat of Sierra county mayVow write the
All passengers and express must go to Yells, Fargo & Go's, express
name Ilillsboro. This olfice has hereto ofliee from which place the stage starts.
fore been snelled Hillsborough in the
ollicial guide and the Advocate of that
place has used both tortus tmliscriin
inatelv.

IfYouWant MAnllnnp Get
on
to go to the lYIUgUMUl

Murphey'sPassenger,Expressand

W.

M.

Mail Line.
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Ruterod at the postónico at Silver City,

length than is to be found in this article.
It may bo well to notice some of the misstatements in it in order to show how
well acquainted with the affairs of this
county the fellow who wrote this article
is.

learn that the remotest points in Grant
county are not separated by as many
miles as Albuquerque and Gallup are
distant from each other and these points
are not the remotest points in Bernalillo
county either. Why not divide Berna
lillo county on account of its

of the tax
In the first place, ono-hapayers of this county have never desired
Oflleo on Yankle Street between Texas and a division of the county and today less
Col. Albright must have been away
Arizona Streets.
Advertising Kates on Application.
than twenty-fiv- e
per cent, of the tax from. Albuquerque at the time the article
payers of this county desire county di in question was written, as he Is too well
Subscription Rutes, Postage 1'rrpnitl:
vision, and these do not desire to have it informed to have made the errors which
One year
ja.no
are in the article. It certainly must
Six months
'l.oo divided on account of its "largeness."
Three- months
,50 The uttermost corner of Grant county is have been written by a tenderfoot who
105 miles from Silver City and ought to be sent to Kansas to grow up
SILVER CITY, N. M JANUARY Si. 1SÍ15. less than
Doming is a little less than 48 miles with the country.
from Silver City so that the statement
Silver
59
of the time allowed by law
i)
that "they are desirous of locating a
Lend
3.00
to sit has expired and
for
legislature
the
county seat at Doming instead of having
very few bills passed
been
but
have
there
to
to
travel
Silver City, hundreds of
HERE'S NEWS FOR YOU.
by either house. It is time for the legismiles
for
away
transactof
the
purpose
Residents of the Mogollón country,
lature to be doing good work and a good
Grant county and the proposed county ing business and performing the duties
deal of it is needed during this session.
of Florida will read the following, which of a citizen of the territory" is a little
legvisionary.
bill
The
now before the
was printed in the Albuquerque Demo
A stuo.no effort will be made to pass
crat of last Saturday, with some degree islature does not contemplate the forma
tion of Florida county out of portions of the bill now before the legislature proof astonishment :
viding for the rebuilding of the terriFor nearly 10 yours, one-haof the Grant and Socorro counties and the peo'
taxpayers residing in Grant county, pie of the Mogollons do not care a rap torial capítol at Santa Fe. The bill prohave boon anxious to have it subdivided for the Florida county bill.
vides for the issue of $100,000 in ltonds
and a new county organized so as to
What
the
people of the Mogollón conn of the territory which shall bear interest
avoid the annovance, hardship and ox
pense imposed upon them in consequence try want is to have that part of Socorro at the rate of live per cent, per annum.
of its largeness. They are desirous of county annexed to Grant county so that It is argued that the capítol can be relocating a county seat at Doming instead they can come to Silver City to a county stored for the amount provided in the
of having to travel to Silver Citv hunbill as it is proposed to have a good part
dreds of miles awav for the nnrnosc of seat instead of having to go to Socorro
transacting business and performing the These people are not asking to have a f the labor done by the convicts in the
Much of the material
dul ios of a citizen of the territory. The county seat established at Domini? in penitentiary.
opposition to this seeniinelv reasonable order to allow them the privilege of pass- which was in the old building can be
request has lieen strong however and to
used and if the bill passes the question
carry out the scheme hundreds of thous ing through Silver City to go to Deming
ands of dollars have been spent while a to a county seat as they would have to of the location of the capítol will be setlike amount has also been expended to do if the Mogollón country should lie tled for all time to come. The bill will
ncieiu me segregation ot t lie county. made a part of the proposed county of probably receive the support of members
Ihe bill now he tore the legislature for
of the legislature from the northern part
the formation of Florida county, which Florida. These people are tired of havhwould be composed of parts of Grant and ing to pass through one county seat in of the territory and some from the sout
Socorro counties is the latest effort made order to got to the county seat of their ern part. Most of the opposition to the
by the people ol Mogollón country to get own county and they are not asking for bill comes from Albuiiueniiio as that.
relief from the law makers at Santa Fe.
place wants the capítol located there.
this appeal made as it is bv residents a continuance of the privilege.
The Albuquerque encyclopaedia of inof a prosperous though remote part of
the district, should got the consideration formation concerning this section volunSo.MKof the people of Doming have been
from t lie legislators which it justly de- teers the information
their efforts to obtain
that
"only a few very persistent
serves. It is not a political movement
grasping
new
and
they are oven now
a
obstructionists
county
residing
at
Silver
in any sense and would in no way attempt to change the seat of the associate City are fighting the bill." Those few endeavoring to got a bill passed by the
justice of the supreme court from Silver grasping obstructionists comprise more legislature creating a new county with
City to Doming. The people are tired of than seventy per cent, of the voters of Doming as the county scat. The dullhaving for some little matter or suit to
journey such a long and costly distance. the county of Grunt. If the advocates ness of the times and- the financial
That is all there is to it, anil it seems of the new county bill do not believe this stringency do not appear to have the efstrange that there should be the slight- and are confident that a majority of the fect of restraining them from endeavorest opposition to the formation of Florida voters of the county are in favor of coun- ing to increase the burden of taxation.
by the people of Grant county, residing
in the vicinity of Silver City. Still there ty division, let them introduce a bill If the scheme would not operate to raise
providing for county division if a major- the taxes of the people of this part of
is.
In justice to the miners and business ity of the voters of the county favor it the county there would le no opposition
men of the Mogollón country, the demo- and then let the question be voted upon. to the now county bill in this
cratic. and republican legislators ought Such a bill would not be opposed
by a part of Grant county, but the taxto give the bill their support ami establish Florida's county seat at Doming. citizen of Silver City, because there is payers here object to having their taxes
If the matter was left to the vote of the not the slightest doubt but that there raised in order to give the people of the
people of the territory, it would bo carried would be throe voles against division in southern end of the county a now counalmost unanimously. Only a few graspty when it is a well known fact that a
ing obstructionists residing at Silver the county to every one for it.
The scribe in the Democrat advocates majority of the taxpayers in the part of
City, are lighting the bill now ponding
in the 111 st assembly.
the division of Grant county on account Grant county which it is proposed to
The man who wrote the above is a of its largeness, but is opposed to the cut olT are themselves opposed to a
genius. Few men could crowd more mis- creation of Summit county. Perhaps it new county with an increased rate of
information into an article of equal will be news to the Democrat man to taxation.
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CONCERNING JUGDE FALL.
Tub expense of Grant county this vear
Judge Fall by his predecessor. Judge
being now an ascertained fact that Fall took up these old cases and after will be less than for any previous year
since the railroad bonds were issued".
Honorable A. P. Fall lias resigned the careful examination
decided them
position of associate justice of the su- promptly. It is a remarkable fact, that
The democrats of Philadelphia have
preme court and presiding judge of the since the first term of court held here by nominated
Pattison for
district courts of the third judicial dis- Judge Fall and the severe sentences mayor. He is the only democrat in the
state who can carry Philadelphia.
trict of New Mexico, we may 'now ex- passed by him upon those convicted of
Tun Las Vegas Optic has sent out a
press our opinion of the judge and his crimes in his court, there has been but
judicial career without impropriety or little crime commited in this section of very pretty calendar to its patrons and
friends,
it shows
first page of the
fear of imputation of (lattery.
country ; certainly very much less than paper reduced and the
is a good advertiseWhen Judge Fall assumed the duties during any other period.in the last fifteen ment for the paper.
of district judge the dockets of the courts years. When punishment for crime is
Tim ma) of New Mexico will have to
contained what seemed to be an inter- certain and speedy the criminal pauses
be changed considerably if all of the new
minable list of cases, the accumulation before violating the law, and the moral county schemes and the alteration of
of years.
Litigants justly concluding tone of any community becomes sound county lines which are now proposed, receive the sanction of the law makers at
that their cases would not be tried, re and healthful under these conditions.
Santa Fe.
against
of
some
charges
We have heard
mained away from court; their cases
Tub Albuquerque Citizen proposes to
were continued from term to term; the Judge Fall to the effect that he was a
administration of justice by trials in democrat, a partizan and swayed in his use the School of Mines building at Sothe courts had become a thing too re- judicial capacity by partizan feeling; corro for a territorial capítol rather than
have an issue of if 100.000 in bonds aumote to be speculated upon, and parties but we feel sure that no fair minded per- thorized for the rebuilding of the capítol
aggrieved were beginning to settle their son has ever given expression to such at Santa Fe.
differences the best way they could charges ; that no honest man baa ever
A him. passed the legislature last week
rather than enter the courts for redress. believed them to contain a seniblence of extending the time for the payment of
The natural result of such a state of truth; and we know them to be abso taxes for last vear until the first of next
affairs is always apparent; a general lutely false. These charges had their July. The bill was passed for the relief
of taxpayers, but will tend to keep the
sense of dissatisfaction prevails among origin in the dungeon Iwsoms of some of county treasuries empty for the next
Rio
republican
in
the
bartizans
the people, and a spirit of recklessness the
five months.
comes over the best of citizens; force Grande valley. Considering the origin
TiiBitB is some prospect that a vote
and the shot gun policy are the ultimate and source of these charges and knowing will be reached on the bill for the admeasures. At the lieginning of Judge that no fair minded man, either republi- mission of New Mexico in the senate, but
Fall's administration it was apparent can or democrat in the Kio Grande val it is quite probable that the bill will pass
too late for the house to concur in the
that there would be a change ; that this ley or in any other section of New Mexi senate amendments
to the bill if it should
Las
to
credence
give
the
would
co,
of
affairs
state
could no longer endure;
get through the si'nato at all.
that a revolution was at hand. Liti- Cruces gang nor any of its fabrications,
Tub plan for the funding of the old
gants who came to court to scoff and we have not replied to these charges
militia warrants has been pretty
If
charges
Judge
Fall.
these
against
jest remained to try their cases; jurors
newsthoroughly
aired by the
responded promptly at the call of their emanated from any other source than papers of the territory and it is
names; witnessess were on hand, and the putrid slime in which the re- quite probable that the passage of a
for this purpose will not be
lawyers in constant attendance upon the publican gang of the Kio Grande wallows, measure
pushed by the holders of the warrants at
would
would
no
gentleman
we
say
that
court. It was evident that "the law's
or could submit to them ; but this gang this session of the legislature.
delays" could no longer be calculated ; is well known. To escape their criticism
The bill which is now before the legisthat the machinery of the courts was in a judge should neither lie an honest reproviding, for the election of prelature
working order; that trials were to be publican nor an honest democrat nor a cinct ollicers at t lie general elections
He
be
a
villainous
must
non
partizan.
had. Tlie change was complete and alought to pass without opposition. The
republican and in addition to this he
most immediate, anil" it is needless to must be their servile tool. To feel of- present law winch provides tor the election of precinct ollicers in January has
say that this change was due to the per- fended at the kick of a jackass or thrust
been in effect long enough for the people
sonality of Judge Fall, his business one's hand into the mouth of a grinning to see that it ought to be rejicaleil.
AVe
admire
methods, and unwavering firmness in cur is ridiculous folly.
Judge Fall's course in the matter of
The silver men in congress are workwhich
n strong, charges, and we hope that when he rethe performance of duty,
ing in unison and it is possible that they
active and clear legal mind, made ap- tires from the bench he will pay no at- may be able to accomplish something
parent to him in every case. It is safe tention to his trad ucers; for they would before the end of this session of congress.
to say that Judge Fall has tried more criticise Christ and lie on him too unless They defeated the Carlisle bill and they
ho was willing to le their tool, and this will' defeat any similar bill which may
cases and disposed of more business in everybody in New Mexico knows. It
lie brought up. The inononietallists
less than two years, that he has been on seems toó, that the attorney general has realize this and if any financial legislathe bench, than anv predecessor ever an inkling of what the Lus Cruces gang tion is agreed on it will be a compromise
measure which will provide for the coindid in four vears. He has been uni is capable of.
That Judge Fall has been a marked age of silver.
to
lawyers and success as a judge, incorruptible, imparformly courteous both
The necessity of a bridge over the
litigants, possessing the admirable facul- tial, courteous and unwavering in every
ty of blending courtesy with firmness. duty, we believe that every fair minded (Jila river at Cliff, was again inade apparent last week when the river was so high
will readily admit.
He has worked both night and day in lawyer
Before Judge Fall assumed the duties that it could only be crossed with dilli-culthe trial of causes, thereby saving a of judge, he was known as a bold, active
and danger. The cost of a bridge
great deal of expense in the operation of and successful practioner at the bar, but over the river at this point would not be
great and the constantly increasing
the courts and making jurors and law- as a judge he has been ti happy surprise very
legal profession.
success can trade and trallic. between this place and
His
to
the
yers earn their fees. When Judge Fall
only lie accounted for upon the score of Mogollón demand that there should be
came upon the liench lie had to encounter great native anility, which no amount 01 some means for crossing the river at all
The mails were delayed last
in artificial learning will sutlice.
We have times.
a great, many old chancery cases
of the inability of the
which the testimony had been taken never praised Judge rail while lie was on week on account
it improper to do so; mail carrier to get across the river. The
deeming
bench,
the
months, and even years previous. In but now that he is about to retire we be- - board of county commissioners ought to
some of these cases the testimony was lieve that our remarks are both proper do something towards putting a bridge
ncrous the Oiln'.
voluminous. They were bequeathed to and just.
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Whore Is I'rcd lirnmllH?
Democrats I'rotcHt.
Since
the
return of the searching party
The democrats of this precinct had a
Citizens of Silver City Moot unci DIscubh meeting last Saturday evening to pro- which went out to look for Fred Drandis
the Divlttion (JucBtlon.
test against the division of Grant county. there has been a great deal of speculation
evening
was
a The meeting was called to order by L. A. concerning the whereabouts of the boy.
there
Last Saturday
meeting o citizens at tlio Tremont house Skelly, precinct chairman, and Charles It is contended by some that the boy is
in this city. The meeting was called to G. Bell was selected to preside. A. II. safe and sound and that he deliberately
order after the democrats of the precinct Macdonald was elected secretary and the ran away from his companions.
In support of this theory they bring
had discussed the matter from a political division scheme was fully discussed.
standpoint.
A committee consisting of L.A. Skelly, out the fact that he was averse to school
Thomas Foster was chosen chairman
J. Loomis, A. II. Macdonald, G. D. and had stated that he would not go
of the meeting and A. J. Luomis secre- Jones, Max Schutz and C. G. Dell was back to school ; that he came to Dragaw's
tary. Charles G. Bell favored the ap- appointed to draft resolutions expressive ranch for food and the last timo he was
pointment of a committee of three to of the sentiments of the democrats of the seen there he went away with enough
solicit funds with which to defray the precinct. The following resolutions food to last three or four days. Rumors
have reached this place that he has been
expenses of a delegation to go to Santa were drawn:
Fe to oppose the division of the county
We, the democratic voters of Silver seen at various points since the searchand made a motion to that effect which City, being informed that an effort is ing party went out to look for him.
was carried. C. P. (.írayson, L. A. Skelly being made to divide (jrant county, and . Others contend that the boy is dead
and George Bell were appointed a com- that an opinion prevails at Santa Fe and that his body is lying somewhere in
that a division of Grant county would
mittee to solicit funds.
benelit the democratic party oí INew the mountains. It is certain that all of
C. L. Cantly moved that a committee Mexico, do declare : First, that in our the rumors which have reached this
of five he appointed hy the cliair to draft opinion no division of Grant county can place are not true for the reason that it
resolutions expressing the sentiments of possibly benefit the democratic party of would have been impossible for the boy
tins territory. Second, that tlie division
the people of this part of the county in of Grant county proposed in Mr. 1 lad- - to have been in places so widely sepreference to division and the chair
lev s r londa county
is so unreason arated at the same time as lie would
C. G. Dell, A. If. Macdonald, able and unfair that we are called upon have had to lie were the reports true.
e therelore During
Julius Wagner, II. II. Wliitehill and to protest against it.
the few days following his separequest our democratic brethren throughHenry S. Gillett on that committee.
out the territory to assist us in defeating ration from his companions he was seen
0. G. Hell moved that a committee of the lladlev lull and all other schemes to frequently but since that time thare
two he selected liy ballot to go to Santa livide Grant county.
have been only rumors of his having
The meeting was adjourned in order to been seen and at points widely separated.
Fe immediately to look after the inter
ests of Grant county. A ballot was allow those present to attend a citizens'
No one who had seen him stated that
taken and resulted in the selection of C meeting which was called immediately he had blankets and as a numlier of
after the adjournment of the democratic the nights since he was lost have been
F. Grayson and L. A. Skelly.
Mr. Dell then moved that a reserve meeting.
vt.rv co,i amj nmnv 0( tliem stormy.
committee of ten be selected the memit hardly seems probable that he could
.
.
.
Dorn, in this citv on Saturday, Janu- - h
T.
bers of which should hold themselves in
is inrtmnlv num
ive nrv veil.
Craw.
wife
of
19,
.
18)3,
to
C.
ary
the
1.
readiness to go to Santa Fe at any time,
riMmmmhli m a imnan Hint in lma iuii.
!,.'
8on- iul,..,l in
c,;....
and A. D. Laird moved that J. W. Flem f"r,l
tl...
... nil ml",. 111 HIV lllV'lllllttllltl !
An attempt was made a little o ver two
.
ing, and Diehard Hudson who were
s K(ill alive
already in
Santa Fe, should be weeks ago to restore Liliuokalnni to the
The Confidence mill at Mogollón has
declared members of the committee. Hawaiian throne but the attempt was
The chair selected eight members of the unsuccessful. Charles L. Carter was closed down for a few days on account of
committee and then J. E. Sheridan the only one killed on the government the breaking of the wrist pin on the
but a number of the supporters of gine. Wm. Doach came down from
moved that the chairman and secretary
the
were killed and several bund- - Mogollón to get a new part to replace
queen
of the meeting should be added which
the broken one. It is expected the mill
was done and the committee as finally red were taken prisoners.
made up was as follows :
The board of county commissioners wil1 1h; Parted up again next week,
.1. W. Fleming,
Diehard Hudson,
held a meeting yesterday to canvass the
"St. Louis, King of France, the last

OPPOSING

DIVISION.

1

1

en-sid- e,

'

J. E. Sheridan,

Jas. Gillett,
Max Sehutz,
Nathaniel Dell,

returns of the recent precinct elections.
There were present S. S. Braiinin and
Thomas Foster; commissioner Clark
C. G. Dell,
being absent at Santa Fe. The meeting
Thomas Foster,
A. J. Loomis.
will be continued today as there is other
During the meeting the features of the business to be transacted by the lioard.
newcountv bill were discussed and the
The
probable effect it would have on the tax
CLARK- pavers of the countv. It was decided to
WHITSON-LEITC- H
make a determined tighj against the bill
and keep representatives constantly in
Santa Fe to look after the interests of
Grant countv.
A. D. Laird,
George Dell,
Sim Holstein,

here will lie a meeting of the New
Mexico board of pharmacy at Santa Pi
on Mondav, February 11th 1895. for the
examination of applicants for registration. Those wishing to stand the examination should notify' the secretary,
W. C. Porterlleld, of this place, at once.
1

MUSICCO.
El.
111)

PASO, TEXAS,
Sim "'ra m cinco Si.

great Crusader", will be the subject of
the next of the discourses on "The Saints
&. Heroes of the Christian
Church", to
be delivered next Sunday morning, by
Dev. Edward S. Cross, of the Episcopal
church. All are cordially invited.

Piano.

ALBUQUERQUE, K. il.,
203 Rail rami Amine.

Sell reliable goods on easy monthly payments.
Can refer to many families with whom they have dealt.
Tuning of Dianos in Grant county atteuded to.
Write them for catalogue of new style Pianos, To la

i.
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An Imperishable

OF INDIANS.

memorial of the Fourth
Century.

Thearchitecturalmonumentsof India

'

frequently
gathered a proup of
satellities around tliein, like the feudal
towns called into existence by the
A solid
needs of medieval castles.
shaft of mixed metal stands near the
Kootub which dwarfs it to diminutive
size.

This column, says the Chicago News,
known as "the Iron Villar," was placed
in its present position by the II indus
about A.I). 315 and was erected by
l'ajah Dhawa, who inscribed his name
upon tli.'! imperishable memorial.
relic of Hindu monarchy remains
in the "Hoot Uhana'' or Idol temple
and the ruins of later date lonsistiu;
of the great mostpie of the kootub, the
palace and gateway of
and the tombs of kings and prime
ministers indicate that the vicinity of
the stately minaret was reverenced as
holy ground.
The architectural treasures which
enrich the Indian peninsula are now
secured from destruction or violation
by the protection of the government,
and schools of arclnnology employ large
numbers of native draughtsmen, whose
accurate copies of every detail iu the
varied and intricate designs of palace,
temple and tomb display the inexhaustible patience and subtlety of
Hindu genius, which, while reflecting
the iniluence of every dominant race,
possessed sufficient inherent vitality to
shape them into native mold.
The ruins of forgotten dynasties
which rise on every side of the Kootub
Minar transport our thoughts to the
heroic age of India, when sages and
warriors divided the honors of the
f.neient mystic land.
'
The woman of the Aryan race
fullilled the promise of the
tribal name derived from the word
Yedic hymns of
"Arya," or "Noble."'
legendary times and historical records
of subsequent r.ges depict a higher
typo of womanhood than that of the
later epochs, when the comparative
freedom, of antiquity was crushed
beneath the heavy yoke of caste and
creed.
An-oih-

2!5,

three-quarte-

d

One year, by mail. In advance

FACTS ACCUT SCHNEBELITE.
A

New ir.ul Powerful Exploitive
Whose
Jliiii'.i net. ra I Himplo a;ul Cheap.

IN

CEMETERIES.

.)U I ui'l
l:i
wit li .'. in riciin.

llillr n ilillloii

I

Aiwnia!''

A Frenchman who recently made a
tour of the 1 idled States lias been
writing some of li'n impressions in Le
Temps. In one ( f his arlu.-- s he ays
that what struck him particularly in
this country was t!i 'uh.tLi:i habit of
filling the' teeth w.Jigoll. lie consulted statisticians, he says, and by
figuring on iiii.r:,.i:iti'n given by them
has discovered that the gol.l annually
pounded int.) cavities ia teeth of Am,
amount", to the value of live, hu
thou an I d nhirs. All cf fhi i
precious metal, ho says, is buried with
the Yankees when they die, and he
figures that at the end of thre.; centuries the cemeteries of America will
contain gol.l to the value of thir.y
million dollars. "I am afraid." the
writer goen on to iy, "that this will
h

:

SJ.OO

Sample copies of cither edition on application.

The Nr.ws Is the only consistent champion
The advantages of schnebelite, the
new explosive, ar.; thus enumerated by of silver In the west, and should be In every
the liuw Science lieview: "Its manu- home In the west, and In the hands of every
facture is simplicity itself; it is adapt- miner and business man In New Mexico.
Send iu your subscriptions at once.
ed fir all war, sporting and mining
purposes: it is almost smokeless, with
All coaiiiuinicaliiins must be addressed to
a very slight recoil; it is not permaNews Printing Co., Denver, Colo.
nently damaged by heat or wet; the
gun does not foul or become oxidized;
no noxious gases arc produced from its
combustion; it is very cheap to make;
it temperature of ."10 degrees Fahrenb
heit is required to produce a combus
tion; when a lighted match is applied
to it in its iKicor.iined state it simply
burns, no explosion being produced;
the pressure developed by the charge
of schnebcliU', required to give the
normal velocity to ihe bullet fired from
a military ride, is from l.füO to 1,800
OA
atmospheres, as compared with 2,100 to
3,:.'o:) a tm, 'spheres, the pressure developed by charges of other explosives
when the ame velocity is imparted to
the bullet, and as compared with the
best dynamite its force is as S." to 15,
or :.'0 per cent, greater, while it does
not pulverise the surouiuling rock as
dy iu. mite dees. The inventors assert
that schnebelite can bis manufactured
and sold at leav.t .10 per cent, cheaper
than any other known explosive of a
i.imilar character. Its adoption by the
t
would, it is be-- I
French
lieved, lesultba saving of 50,000,000
francs per annr.ni."
When a trifle will buy the greatest healing
r.Nninln'it Eleclrie
invention of the day?
A Lawyer's Wit.
body battery for
licit Isn rompióloguaranteed,
or money
iiikI
Sir James Searl. tt, tho great
It will cure without medicine
lawyer, when practicing at the ri'CiiiKleil.
Lumbago,
Nelnllra. I.ttme
lUii iiinulisiii.
bar had to e::amu e a witness whoso I'.iuk, Kidney and I.lvrr ('oinidnlnlH,
I.onnom,
ed to be damaging un- Kervotis IH'hilify, Weakness,
evider.ce prt
I!i'iil:is mid nil effects ot early indlNere-lio-n
less he cuild l e previously confused.
or excess. To weak men It In I lie
possible boon, as the mild,
The onlv vulnerable point of the man fjrentPHt
electric current ia applied
sootlihit;
The
was said to be his
direet lo the nerv centers and improvethe lirst hour used.
w i tner
over
a port
red person, ments are felt from
pocket edition of tho celebrated electrowent into the box tr.id Scarlett took A
medical work,
him in hand. "Mr. John Tompkins, I
of
Yon tini a stoclr- "Ye:
believe'.'
'1 hai.i,
replied Mr. Tomp- holder'.'"
by mail upon
sealed,
cent
Is
free,
illustrated,
hi;: wi
a i v. :: iKiced cockney nc-:- 'r application. 1!itj young, middlo-nseweakness
cent. ! carlo', t r: : '.e him atteiitive-- t or old man Biitferlniftiio slightest
should read it. It will show an etwy, stiro
., a.nl then i.aid,
lv for a few 1:1
way o rctcnin strength ami
speedy
find
sed health when everything eluu has foiled.
drily, "And i vi ; k.r e, well-tir- e
f
The tmout
ham you i.r nr.
ThaSAKDES ELECTRIC CQ0,
l.iughler w'i'u 'i i llnved completely
Ko. 920 Sixteenth St., Denver, Col.
disconcerted ?. lr. T,.r.ip'.;ins, und the Also Jiew Tovlt, thieafjo & London, Eng.
Concern in the "Worldl
Largest
i;iwyt,r's point was gained.
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simians
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GOLD MINES

11

prove too tempting to the practical
SILVER'S CHAMPION.
mm 1 of the future American, and we
shall see the day when companies will
THE
be organized to mine the cemeteries
!Uul recover the gold secreted in the ROCKY
MOUNTAIN
NEWS
jaws of dead ancestors."
Established
1850.
The writer then goes on and figures
on the average amount of gold in the
teeth of each dead person. He has eviTERMS OF SUBSRIPTION.
dently been consulting the record of
(IN ADVANCE.)
vital statistics, for he says that eight
thousand
hundred and seventy-fiv- e
DAILY.
people died in the United States in
57.50
lss'.. This would bring the value of One your, by mull
3.75
the gold in eaeli dead person's teeth to Six months liy mail
1.00
months by mall
and Three
an average of about sixty-fiv- e
05
One month by mull
r
cents, and he thinks that Sunday edition, (Hi paires.) year
?:;.50
in
cemeteries the mining
Dally Editions Include the Sunday.
of this gold could be carried on profitWEEKLY.
ably, despite the small average value.

Alla-uddee- n

ly

1895.

Etc.

WHY BE SIOK
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"Three Classes

Ken,"
rt

Electro-Medic-
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SALMON

SLAUGHTERED.

Enormous Catches Made in
Hudson Straits.

the

Where Some of the finest Fish In the
World Are Tuken by the Tho ligan dn
I'oiiillur Method
E in ployed.

"If to see how the magnificent salmon of the Pacific' coast are caught
almost takes the heart out of the man
who loves to cast the fly for these
lordly iisli, lie would lose it entirely
if he venture to Ungava bay, in Upper
Canada, and see how they capture
salmon there," said a former agent of
the Hudson Pay company to a New
York Sun man.
"It was only a few years ago that
the possibilities of the south coast of
Ungava bay and Hudson straits in the
way of salmon und lake trout fishing
were discovered, and to say that they
are now being worked for all they are
worth is putting it mildly. The salmon
of that high latitude are undoubtedly
the finest in the world. They are further north than any other salmon
taken on this continent, and the lower
the temperature ol the water the better salmon are. The Restigouche, or
any of the salmon of the St. Lawrence
basin, are far superior to the Oregon
salmon, and the Hudson straits salmon
c
are just as much superior to the
fish. Jtesides the salmon the
waters of the Hudson strait coast teem
trout which has not its
with a deep-se- a
like on the face of the globe.
"Hut the method adequate for catching these fish is just as peculiar as the
fish themselves are. and it is doubtful
if salmon or trout fishing is done in the
same way elsewhere.
The coast of
Hudson straits is indented by thousands of small bays and estuaries, and
many rivers traverse it to the bay. At
low tide there is little water in any of
these inlets, but at high tide the water
rushes up into them for long distances.
and even
The tides rise twenty-fiv- e
fifty feet. At high tide, in the salmon
and trout running seasons, these fish
follow with the water into the bays
and rivers as fast as the tide goes, and
swarm back with it when it ebbs. J
have seen the smaller rivers, streams,
or rather stream beds, one hundred feet
wide, actually choked from shore to
shore with the biggest salmon a man
ever saw struggling upward with the
tide.
"It is not more than eight or nine
years ago that the first attempt was
made to establish fisheries there on a
large scale. Drawing seines was impossible, and the fish wheels of Oregon
were impracticable. So a simple but
exceedingly effective trap was introduced. It was not original with the
salmon fishermen, the idea being
borrowed from the porpoise fishermen
of Hudson bay.
Immense nets were
made from the largest and strongest
twine, and of length and depth to suit
At low tide
the inlet to be fished.
the nets are set at the mouths of the
bays or inlets, and the top of the net is
Ilesti-goueh-

23, 1895.

liauled to the bottom so as to oli'er no
obstruction to the water or fish as they
pass upward with the rising tide. Just
before the tide turns the line holding
the floater side of the net to the
anchored side is drawn out.
The
buoys instantly rise to the surface and
the trap is set. When the tide comes
back men are stationed above the nets
some distance, and with poles and
brush beat the water and make noises
of various kinds. This is to keep the.
great body of fish from pressing upon
the net at once, and as the fish are exceedingly timid they rush back up
stream by the thousand, and will
actually be left on the dry land by the
receding tide, so panic stricken ao they
become at the noise made by the men.
When the tide has gone out. the dry
beds of the inlets will be piled with
tons upon tons of salmon or trout. Not
salmon and trout, for both kinds are
never found in the same inlet. In one
the trap may secure fifty or one hundred tons of salmon at a run, while the
next estuary below the catch will be
trout. I have seen ten thousand salmon taken at one haul.
"I have seen the marvelous salmon
runs of the Oregon rivers, but they are
no comparison to the tremendous
rushes of those Hudson straits fish.
It may be that if the latter had big
fresh water rivers to explore they
would not be massed ko thickly don;,'
the coast, but the channels they seek
are not sufficient to let them all in. If
the salmon supply of the world elsewhere should ever become exhausted,
it can be replaced easily by the fish of
A
tllnso nvinf twrt linrn tu.ilm.u
sand big vessels could take on cargoes
of salmon and trout there every season
without visibly lessening the supply."

NEW WORK FOR THE
The Doctor

llave Taken Him

HORSE.
In Hand for

Medical Unes.

Between the steam engine, the bicycle, the trolley car and the storage
battery it began to look as if the horse
would lose his job. Just in the nick of
time, however, when scientists were
wondering whether the friend of man
would be allowed to relapse into wikl-nesor whether ho would be turned
over to the western packers and made
into extract of beef, a new occupation
rises up before him, says the Huffalo
Express. This is the manufacture of
serum for the treatment of diphtheria.
There ought to be quite a field of
usefulness for the horse in thiscapacity.
The manufacture of serum is a slow
process, and it is likely a good many
horses will be needed for it. Consul
General de Kay writes from Berlin
that the establishment at Schering
has forty horses under treatment, yet
the demand for the serum has been so
great that the hospitals ran out of it
in September. The remedy takes a
long time to prepare and must be
comparatively fresh. At least nine
months, and sometimes a year, are required to get the animals into condition. One animal does not furnish
much blood at a time only two quarts.
The horse must be carefully fed between the dates of tapping, and, as in
time the strength of the blood as a
means of cure gives out, it is necessary
to repeat the process of cultivating the
bacillus.
Altogether the indications are that
this new field of usefulness for the
horse will be a wide one. Whether he
will like his new occupation is doubtful. Even hauling a heavy stage is
preferable in some respects to being
fed high for a time, only to have your
blood then drawn off for medicine.
There is something ogreish about it,
and the horse may well object. l!ut it
is hardly likely that humanity will
spare him. The benefits of the serum
treatment appear to be too evident to
allow of any compunctions. Thus another change is impending in the status
of the horse, and the image of the
proud animal which was once idealized
as Pegasus and bore poets flying
through the air, may yet be seen
adorned with spectacles and holding
out a bottle in his hoof, upon the label
of a medicine bottle.
s,

,

j

Iiread from Wood.
German periodical devoted to wood
industries announces th.-- .t food products consisting partly of wood are
now manufactured.
At Iierlin a factory has been built which is turning
out about two hundred quintals of
wooden bread a day. Sawdust is subjected to chemical treatment, after
which it is mixed with
farina
and prepared like ordinary bread.
The product at present serves only as
food for horses, but the Iierlin Tramway company, which is the most important customer of the factory, is
well pleased with the results. The
manufacturers say that wooden bread
constitutes also an excellent food for VANDAL TOURISTS IN EGYPT.
man.
Priceless Itellci of VanlHhed Civilization
A

one-thir- d

Clubi Made of Gutta Tercha.

French footpads have adopted a new
weapon wjth which to assault travelers
at night. It is a hollow gutta percha
cudgel, and has the advantage over the
e
sandbag and loaded stick of
inflicting fully as stunning a blow without producing any visible wound. It is
with difficulty that the belated wanderer who has been robbed in some bystreet of Paris can persuade the authorities that his tale is a true one, being
able to show no evidence of having been
struck. An entire gang was captured
in Paris a short time ago who were
using these weapons.
old-tim-

Heine Ruth'essly Destroyed.

corresponden t of the London Times
bewails the destruction of monuments
and historical records which is going
on continually in Egypt, lie says that
"every season sees buildings ruthlessly
destroyed for the sake of materials, and
a host of objects plundered by the natives from towns and cemeteries, in
order that they may be scattered without name or record among the tourist
flock. Even those objects which pass
into museums have lost most of their
importance and of their value in losing
all record of their original place and
circumstances. The laws of Egypt may
be excellent in theory, but in practice
A
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it is perfectly well known Unit hundreds of persons join in this destructionyet no man is punished for it.
There is, then, the most urgent need of
saving all that is possible by complete
and careful excavation, in which the
history and meaning of every object
Khali be traced and recorded as it is
found. To any person not acquainted
with the practical work of excavation
it might seem that so long as things are
not actually destroyed it does not matter whether it be an Arab or a trained
observer that may find them, Iiut there
is generally more history involved in
the position and details of a discovery
than in the object found. Fossils are
worth but little if their strata are unknown. More scientific material has
been destroyed than preserved in many,
or most, excavations even by Europeans and Egyptologists." He then
proceeds to solicit for the Egyptian research account, which, he says, has
been established "not to undertake
great clearances or exploits in the
country, but to fit men for work of the
highest class areluuologically, and at
the same time benefit our knowledge
and our museums, as far as may be, by
means of their excavations.
ABLE

TO

TRANSFER

LUNACY.

I'ncnnny Result of nn Impertinent la
Hypnotism Mniln by a Furls Doctor.

series of very wonderful expert
ments which have just been concluded
by Dr. Luys, of Tans, whose observa'
lions and discoveries in connection
witli magnetism and electricity in re
lation to hypnotism made a profound
impression upon the scientific world
some time ago, has led to a remnrka
ble result. The latest discovery, says
thu London Telegraph, establishes the
fact that a cerebral activity can be
transferred to a crown of magnetized
iron, in which the activity can be re
tained and subsequently passed on to
a second person. Incredible as this
may seem, Dr. Luys has proved its pos
sibility by the experiments just re
ferred to. He placed the crown, which
in reality is only a circular band of
magnetized iron, on the head of a female patient suffering from melan
cholia, with a mania for
tion, and with such success was the
experiment attended that within a
fortnight the patient could be allowed
to go free without danger, the crown
having absorbed all her marked ten
dencies. About two weeks afterward
lie put the same crown, which mean
while had been carefully kept free
from contact with anything else, on
the head of a male patient sulfenng
from hysteria, complicated by frequent
recurrent periods of lethargy, the
patient was then hypnotized and inline
iliately conducted himself after the
manner of the woman who hud pre
viously worn the crown. Indeed, lie
practically assumed her personality
and uttered exactly the same complaints us she had done. Similar phe
noineiia have, it is reported, been observed in the case of every patient ex
neritnctitcd upon. Another expert
incut showed that the crown retained
the impression uequired until it was
made red hot.
A
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THE SUN.

Keeper Tnlls Why Sho
Una JUiulo This Hulo.

Boardtiig-IIous-
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The first of American Newspapers,
Persons with dogs and other pets
meet with a cold and clammy reception
in New York boarding-houseThey CHARLES A. DANA, Editor.
may occasionally steal into fashionable
flats, where the landlord or agent have
no direct means of circumventing
Tlio American Constituí Inn, the American
them, but when it comes to the board
e
things are a little more
Idea, the American Spirit. These first, lust,
d j finite.

married couple went
street boarding-liou- i
e the other day and were made
'oinfortalilu.
After the first dinner,
a ;," the Herald of that city, the lady
was observed scraping together some
dainties from the board to take to her
room. The landlady, who is a woman
if freat decision of character, heard
if it., an her knock was shortly aftcr-.var- .l
heard at the door of the new
Mcr.Iers. The latter were immediately
Kitiiie l that either they or the dog
aust vacate at once.
"If I cannot keep my darling Xeno-j)hn:- i,
we'll move," protested the owner
the dog, who practiced the principle of "Love me, love my dog."
"Then you'll Have to move," said the
landlady, firmly. "I'm not keeping a
dog kennel."
"How in the world they ever got
that dog in here without my seeing it,"
said she, after the obnoxious Xeno-pho- n
had been disposed of, "is more
than I can understand. I've had all I
want of dogs. A gentleman used to
keep a small but ferocious bulldog in
his room where I once lived. He was
Die ugliest unite 1 ever laid my eyes
an the dog, not the man. That dog
wouldn't let anybody but his owner
tamper with him. The man used to
lug him around with him everywhere
he went. One night, when the man
came in, he was feeling so oblivious to
earthly things that he left his dog
locked in the vestibule.
The next
boarder who came in got no farther
than the vestibule, and landed down
the steps with a square yard of trousers
missing. He was soon joined by another boarder, who wanted tocóme to
bed. They rang the bell until several
of us came down to see what was the
matter. On opening the door the dor
sprang for us as if he hadn't been fe.i
for a week, and wanted anything that
came handy, but we slammed the door
to again just in time. As we could n!
ii waken the owner we had to leave the
dog Hiere till morning, and those who
were outside had to go to a bote'. In
Hie morning everybody had to go and
come by the servants' entrance until
the owner of the animal came down
nudg-us out of the fix."
What did he say.
"Say! Why, he abused us all ns a set
of brutes for keeping his dog locked
up there, and gathered it up under his
arm and took it upstairs us if it had
been a piece of Presden china! And
the boarders who had been locked out
left the house for good the next day.
We got rid of the dog, but not until it
had half depopulated the
A
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and nil the time, forever.
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Dully, by mail

í(i

a year

Rally and Sunday, liy mall

58

a year

Thu Weekly

$!

a year

.'

The Sunday Sun

I

ia tlie

greatest Sunday Newspaper
in the world.

Price 5c. a copy.

By mail, $2 a year.

Address TIIK SI X, New York.

E. E. GANDARA.
(01.11 AM) SILVERSMITH.
Jewelry Made to Order

Repairing

Neatly Done.
PRICES REDUCED.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
VanlJe

SI.

Silver Cll.v.

X. M.

M) FUN AIKHT IT

E. ROSENBERG,
ROOT AND SHOEMAKER.
I promise you faithfully,
in the long run.
you shall save half your money, liy having
your work neallv nuil promptly done to suit,
yourself, at !:. Ill IS K.N KKli'S
Silver City. X. M.

Dissolution Not iir.

voth'K is iiKi;i:iiv tiivr.N

that the

heretofore e v'sl inn between
i ti ii in in uncutvi.riiM'ii and l.
II
lie rm name of Wort lien fs bandrum. is this
day dissolved hy mutual consent, Hubert
Worthed having dlsnosed of his Interest to
Adnlph Wil.el.
All
units due Hie old
linn will In1 sel le i by lie new linn and nil
iieeounls due he s one will be receipted for
Wltzel.
by I nc tirin of I.andnim
K. d. I.AMMU'M.
Anoi.i'ii Wit.ki.,
il

K'Hi.Tl

-

t

I

I

I

Silver City. N. M.. Jan.

ItOIII'.CT YVollTIIKN'
Hi.'i.

FLEMING CATTLE

CO.

Range

:

Fleming and
vie.ii;i!y.

Postoillee:
Silver City,
Xi M.
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SAW WASHINGTON
A

JANUARY

lolJ5.

2)1,

THE GEN. BOOTH

it was found that the body was intact
LAST. and
all there. Burgess was present

Virginia Bricklayer Who Had
That Honor.

when the eollin was opened and 1 reck
on he seen the body. In this vault are
forty-twothers beside the general s
family. The whole lloor space is filled
and that is the reason these other
bodies are buried outside."
He also said that the bones of many
of the bodies were piled in the comer.
Parker said he was brought to the
place when about fourteen years old.
This, he says, was in 1811, and he has
remained in the neighborhood evei
since. He wears an army uniform am'
is deeply religious.
While the old colored man was rev
crently telling all he knew of Wash
ington he was approached by a niai.
and woman, both of whom were well
dressed and seemed intelligent. The
couple looked at the tomb of Washington, and his wife, turning to Parker,
said: "Uncle, can you tell us where
the cherry tree is that Washington is
said to have cut down with his little
hatchet?"
Parker stopped in the middle cf a
sentence, and, turning toward them,
indignantly replied: "Well, well, if
you are looking for that tree you will
have to go to Westmoreland county."
The couple started down the lane,
paying no attention to Parker, as he
asked them if they would not like to
take a souvenir home with them.
Parker, continuing his talk, said:
"Some people haven't any sense,
reckon, for they ask all sorts of foolish
questions about George Washington
and his family."
Parker takes especial interest in
pointing out the trees planted by Dmn
Pedro of lirazil, the Sigma Chi fra
ternity and the English oak planted
to take the place of the horse chestnut
set out by the prince of Wales during
liis visit to this country, and which
has since died. He collects quite a few
dimes each year by selling souvenirs.
After finishing lib lecture he invari
ably turns toward his audience and
asks:
"Don't you want a souvenir?"
From the large pockets of his coat he
fishes upa number of cedar hatchets
whittled out with a knife, and a dried
magnolia blossom, which he says came
from a tree planted by Washington
himself.
Michigan people are .attracted to the
coach house at Mount Vernon by a
sign on it that it was restored by
Michigan. In this coach house is a
three-seate- d
coach used by Washington
and his family.

MINE.

Gold That Is Dug by Members of the Salvation Army.
Way up in one of the most inacessi-bl- c

portions of the Huachuca range of
mountains, near Prescott, A. T., there
is situated perhaps the most unique
mining camp in the world, says the
Mining Industry and Tradesman. The
sixteen men who daily toil in the Gen.
Booth mine are all members of the Salvation Army, and the profits of the
mine all go into the treasury of that organization. The history of the location
and subsequent development of the
mine is interesting.
"Old Dick" Taylor, the discoverer, is
one of the best known and most successful prospectors in the territory,
tinning to Arizona in the early days,
when the whole southwestern country
was a wilderness given over to the
Apache Indians, he has prospected
the country from one end to the
other, and made more valuable locations than any other man in
Arizona. The One Horse, Dad Luck
and Desert mines in the llarqua
líala country, the Apache and New
York in the Superstitious mountains,
the King in the Bradshaws and many
others were located by him, and have
since made fortunes for the investors.
Dick Taylor was, perhaps, the most
profane man in the southwest, His
vocabulary of invective was something
phenomenal, and was brought into use
on the slightest provocation. The
and volubility of his oaths
were proverbial over the territory for
many years. It is said that after each
sale J aylor would invest in a year s
grub-stakand then proceed to spend
the remainder of the money in the
wildest debauchery. At one time he
ran through with ten thousand dollars
in two weeks in Pluenix, throwing his
money away in the most reckless manner. His money once gone, he returned
to his prospecting, and touched no
liquor until his next sale.
It was immediately after the sale of
the Apache mine for fifteen thousand
dollars that he started on his wildest
debauch in Phoenix. For over a month
he did not draw a sober breath, am!,
at last, reduced ugain to poverty an. i
weakened mentally and physically, he.
professed religion at an open air meeting of the Salvation Army in Piuvnix.
For over two months he muvhid with
the army at its nightly meetings, hut
i rU-finding such a routine life
.::,
he again started for the lulls. Nothing
was heard of him for over two mouths,
and it was reported that he h.ul perished on the desert, but one day In;
iAn Ancient Hunk Note.
;:;;ain turned up in Plitenix with a
The Bank of England has in its pos- burro load of rich ore. which set the
session a bank note dated December town ablaze with excitement. Some of
19, 1090, for 355. It was printed from
the nuggets which he brought were
an engraved plate, but had blank spaces valued at fifty dollars. Every one was
for the amount, date, number, and sig- surprised when he announced his innature. Across it are written memotention of turning his latest find over
randa, showing that it was repaid n to the Salvation Army. It, was duly
three installments. In appearance it is proll'ered to and accepted by that ornot altogether unlike the modern note. ganization, and fifteen men volunteered
In the bank library is another note for to develop it. Work was commenced
25, which was not presented for 111 over a year ago under the direction of
years. Another curiosity, said to be Taylor, and has progressed steadily
unique, is a note for no less than since. The pay streak is sixteen inches
1,000,000, dated 1782.
wide, and has paid well from the grass
o

Tbe Fact as Related liy an Agod Negro
Who Yet Guard the Vault That
Contains tho Sacred Dust of

the Washington.
One of the last persons to sec the remains of Gen. George Washington was
George liurgess, who recently died in
Alexandria, Va., at an advanced age.
Burgees was an apprentice at the bricklaying trade at the time Gen. Washington's body was taken from its resting
place in the old family vault and placed
in the marble tomb where it now is.
The Washington, homestead is a
three-stor- y
building on the high bank
of the Potomac river at Mount Vernon.
It is probably one hundred and fifty
feet long and about forty feet wide, and
runs north and south. The room in
which George Washington died is in the
second story of the house and at the
extreme south. The room in which
Martha Washington died is immediately above it. After his death, it is said,
she had a window cut in the southern
exposure of the house in the room
which she afterward occupied, in
order that she might see her husband's
tomb. Tlie family vault in which her
husband's remains were temporarily
placed was at the brow of the hill,
about two hundred feet immediately
A large number
south of the house.
of the bodies of relatives were also
placed in this vault.
The present site occupied by the
Washington vault, says the Chicago
Times, is one selected by Washington
himself, and the story of its being
built is told by Kdward Parker, the old
colored man, who explains to visitors
what the vault contained. When he
was asked if he knew Burgess and
Piurgess' claim of having seen Washington's body was correct he said:
"Hollowed ground like this yeredoes
not make nil good who live upon it. A
man to gain eternal salvation must be
born again, and only when he is born
again can he hope to live in eternal
hen the genpeace with his Maker.
eral died and his remains were placed
in the other vault it was not intended
that his remains should always stay
there. This site was chosen by the
general hisself when he was alive for
a family vault. The building of this
vault was delayed for years on different pretexts and this is how it came to
be built by liurgess' boss at last. There
wasanKnglish gardener here whose
time had nearly expired, and he
thought hj could make a fortune if he
could steal Gen. Washington's skull
and hold it until a reward was olTered.
In the same vault with the general's
remains was a number of others. The
gardener succeeded in getting into the
vault and getting a skull, lie was discovered ami the skull taken from him.
liurgess' boss was given the job of
building the vault and after it was
the general's remains were moved
over here. The collin was opened and

d
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roots.
The ore is treated in" two
crushers erected near the mine, but it
is proposed soon to briny in a
p
mill.
Strict religious discipline is
maintained in the camp, and the profits,
after paying the necessary expenses,
go into the treasury of the army to aid
in the work of that organization. Two
shifts of six men each work under
ground, while the remainder attend to
the treatment of the ore and transportation of necessary supplies. Supplies
ure freighted one hundred miles.
ten-stam-

IN

MEMORY OF PRINCE ALBERT.

Ilpfiut ITiil HitvIc

Uriel Hvery Year on the
Anniversary of 111 Di iitii.
Every year on the 11th of December
Queen Victoria holds a solemn service
to commemorate the deaths of the
prince consort and of Princess Alice
of Hesse. On this occasion the beautiful memorial chapel is open to the

court and to certain of the queen's
tenants and tradespeople, but under uo
pretext are the public admitted to
cither the plantation at Frogmore,
which surrounds the mausoleum, or to
(lie building itself. The service held
this year followed the usual form laid
down many years ago by the queen,
and the music, most exquisitely ren
dered by the choir of St. Ocorge's
chapel, had also been chosen by her
majesty.
As each year goes by a greater inter
est attaches to the vacant space above
the tomb of the prince consort, for on
the now empty slab the carved effigy
of the queen will one day lie. When
her majesty first announced her intention of being buried by her husband's
bide, considerable
difficulties were
raised, and it was urged that an English queen could only be buried among
her crowned predecessors at Westminster, or Windsor. !ut no arguments
have ever turned her majesty from her
purpose, and in time the beautiful
nt Frogmore will be her accepted royal cemetery. The mausoleum
of the duchess of Kent is but a stone's
throw from that of the prince consort.
Outwardly, says a writer in St. 'mil's,
it is the more pleasing of the two, and
the bridge across a placid lake, by
which the mausoleum is approached,
and some fine weeping willows, lend
it a most picturesque and peaceful air.
The anniversary of the prince consort's death is passed by the queen in
absolute retirement. After t lie service
at the mausoleum her majesty retires
to her own apartments, where, if so
disposed, she receives a few members
of her family. There is no music in the
castle on that day, and the princesses
and ladies of the- household are expected to appear in black gowns, or in
grey with black bonnets and gloves.
Kmvt-- r

Windmills.

Mexican paper states that a new
project for the sanitation of the sewers
in the City of Mexico, at a cost of about
thousand dollars, calls for
twenty-liv- e
windthe building of some twenty-liv- e
mills in different parts of the city to
rotate paddle wheels in the sewers and
quicken the current to one meter per
A

second.

:

JANUARY

WEDNESDAY,

23, 1895.

SWIFT AND SURE.
The Alpine Ibex Ctn Outrun an d Out- Jtnnp Even the
Chumóla.
Should the Swiss, who now protect
all wild birds by strictly enforced legis
lation, decide to extend to the ibexes
Sur-roo-

the protection which they enjoy in
l'iedmont, the climbers in the Alps
would enjoy the sight of a creature
which is not only beautiful in itself,
but surpasses even the chamois in its
astonishing powers of mountain climbing. It gallops up over and down the
cracks and precipices of ice or rock like
a greyhound on the Hats of Altear, and
the ancient legend that it jumped down
precipices and alighted on its curved
horns to break the fall is a very natural
invention to account for feats which
were seen, but seemed inexplicable by
any credible use of legs and feet.
When the boquetius became so rare
that they were preserved in Swiss
chateaux as the bison is kept in zoological gardens, their jumping feats
were seen and observed more closely.
Onekeptat Aigle used to live on the roof
of the chateau, choosing for its post the
slope of the tiles which covered the
highest tower, says the London Spectator. Another was Keen to jump on
to the top of a door standing n jar and
to balance itself on the edge with all
four feet close together. A baby ibex
tamed by a peasant who caught it on
the Monte liosa would spring on to his
head, and in the drives hel.l :;i the
Kings preserves in rieilmonl it was
noticed that in descending a pai lk'iilar- lv steep couloir at full ..peed they
showed far more precision of movement
than even the chamois. "The f finer
(chamois) descended by taking Hying
leaps from side to side, like a bird
down; the ibex, on the other
hand, seemed to select the must slender temporary landing places far below
and to reach them oy gigantic leaps
straight down, landing and retaining
its balance with an agility truly- wonderful to behold."

Hilt-terin- g

BIRDS SCARCE

IN

MARYLAND.

It"iiB'iitiIo I x;ii. nation of the 'I act
That f piirtsiui'ii I it e i:n'f-- ' l l
Last year's bird shooting sea: on in
Maryland was a keen diappuiiilment
to sportMiien,
and their greatest
chagrin was caused by their failure to
find partridges or quail where they had
been represented to be in abundance
before the season opened. Two reasons
may be alleged f.ir the latter. The
frequent whistling of the birds in the
spring when they are about to mute is
not always a safe guide t t'.ie number
of coveys that wiil bj f mil l in November, and not sufficient importance is attached to the disposition of the birds to
migrate. The weat!uM the temperature and other conditions may multiply the calls of the birds to each other
in the spring and make them seem to
be more numerous than they really are.
The partridge, or quail, i i more of u
migratory bird than many imagine,
says the llallimore Sun, ami this will
account for the mysterious dbappear-- a
nee of a number of coveys in November which had been wen in the latter

A
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part of August or early part of September. They often follow a river, moving down one side or the other, so that
a covey may be in November many
miles from where it was seen in September. This is verified both by actual
observation and by the fact that large
numbers of birds turned out by clubs
in the spring will raise families and
disappear altogether from the spot
where they were released. It is supposed that they have moved south of
the point where they were released, for
they seldom go north, and it has been
suggested as a remedy that those who
take the trouble to preserve them during the winter should release thein
some miles north of the spot where
they would like to have them locate.
The main cause of the scarcity of
birds during the season just closed was
the severe winter of 1SÍÜ-'JNot only
was there an immense amount of snow,
but the cold was intense and froze the
small water courses tight. The birds,
if they can get water, can manage to
scratch a precarious living in the woods
or from under the snow in the fields,
but they are unable to make fight
against starvation and thirst at the
same time. After such a winter several moderate seasons are needed to
bring back the normal supply of birds.
The discontinuance of wheat or small
grain crops has had the effect of driving quite a number of birds from their
usual haunts in search of stubble fields,
and this cause for their disappeaianee
is more likely to increase than to diminish.

There is one consolation to sportsmen. The birds have been quite as
scarce in former years, and have grad
ually multiplied under favorable conditions. l!y bringing birds from abroad
and feeding them during the winter
and turning thein out in the spring it
may be possible to facilitate the multiplication.
Uenernug Jap mimo.
Among the reasons for the almost
uninterrupted success of Japan in prosecuting the present war with China is
the spirit of sacrifice and generosity
exhibited by her people. Voluntary
contributions amounting to almost
fifteen million dollars have been received by the government. The l!auk
of the Nobility, which lias given one
million dollars outright, has also
placed fifteen million dollars, interest
free, at the disposal of the authorities.
The noblemen and wealthy merchants
have been most patriotic, and a number of them have contributed more
than one hundred thousand dollars
each. Victory under such conditions is
comparatively easy and certain, l'ublic
spirit in China with reference to the
unfortunate conllict presents a melanUnhappily for the
choly contrast.
Chinese, the same spirit of indifference
to use no stronger word seems to
pervade a great part of the army and
navy. Admiral Ting himself had to report that seven of his ships remained
concealed during the fight on the Yalu;
that several officers had to be
for cowardice, and that it
was deemed essential to behead Capt.
Kong, who lied before the beginning of
the battle.
court-martiale- d
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PROFESSIONAL

CARDS.

Olllclul Directory.

I A. ANCHETA.
O.
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
Will practico In all the courts of tho territory. Criminal law a specialty. OiHco
corner Texas and Spring st roots.
NEW MEXICO.
SILVER G1TV
TAMES S. FIELDER.

O

ATTORNEY AT LAW,
Office over Silver City National Hank,
N.
SILVER CITY

HL.
A.

M.

PICKETT,

ATTORNEY AT LAW,
-

SILVER CITY,

-

-

JANUARY

N. M

II. 1IARLLEE.

1895.

21),

.

The St. Louis Republic Free.

FEDERAL.

Special Offer to Headers of Tills Taper.
Delégalo to Congress
Governor A GREAT METROPOLITAN PAPER
Secretary
Chief Justice
IS INDISPENSABLE NOW.

Anthony Joseph,
W. T. Thornton,
Lorlon Miller.
Thomas Smith,
N.
A.
N.
A.
L.

C. Collier,

)

A. Freeman.

ST. LOUIS RETHE "TWICE-A-WEEPUBLIC will bo sent FREE FOR ONE YEA R
to any person sending, lie foro January 31,
181)5, a club of three NEW yearly subscribers,

Laughlln,
Associates
Fall,
Lenoir, Clerk Third Judicial District
Charles F. Easley,
Surveyor General
Charles M. Shannon,
U. S. Collector
,i. it. itemmiiigway,
U.S. District Attorney
V. S. Marshal
L.
Edward
Hall,
11. V. Loomls,
Deputy U.S. Marshal
TI. S. Coal Mino Insnector
J. W. Fleming.
J. H Walker. Santa Fo Register Land Ollice
redro Delgado, Santa Fo Rec v r Land Ollice
John D. Bryan, LasCruces Reg'r Land Ollice
J. P. Ascarate, Las Cruces, Rec'v'r L'd Ollice
Reg'r Land Otllce
Richard Young, Rosweil
W. G. Cosgrove. Rosweil,
Rec'v'r Laud otllce
W. W. Boyle, Clayton,
Reg'r Land Oillce
11. 0. Plckels, Clayton,
Rec'v'r Land Otllce
B.
B.
W.

V

with $3 to pay for tho same.
Already tlio clans are gathering for tho
fray in 180(1. and 1805 will be full of interesting
events. The skirmish lines will bo thrown
out. the maneuvering done and tho plans of
campaign arranged for the great contest of
'1)11.

The remaining short session of the Democratic Congress, to bo followed shortly by a
Republican Congress with a Democrat in the
Presidential chair will be productive of
T01IN M. GTNN.
events of Incalculable interest.
0
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
In fact, more political history will be conWill practico in all tho Courts of tho
structed (luring 18115 than In any year since
Territory.
TERRITORIAL.
tlie foundation of tho government, and a man
N. M.
SILVER CITY.
without a newspaper will bo liko a useless
J. P, Victory,
Solicitor General lump in the movements of public opinion.
J. II. Crist, Santa Fo,
Yoa can get throe new subscribers for The
fl T. PHILLIl'S,
District attorney
S. It." Newcoinb, Las Cruces,
"
"
V. PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
Republic by a few minutes' effort' RememW.
II.
Whiteman. Alb'mie,
ber In The Hepuhllc subscribers get a paper
Ofllce ut Bailey's drug Store. Rooms
at A. II. Hurl
t
loo. Silver City,
for the price of a weekly only
Dr. Halley's residence.
"
"
II. M. Daugherty, Socorro,
$1.00 a year. Try It, AT ONCE, and see how
N. M L. C. Fort, Las Vegas.
SILVER CITY
"
"
easily it can be done. If you wish a package
"
"
John Franklin, Eddy,
of sample copies, write for them. Gut out
Jose Segura,
Librarían tills advertisement and send witli your order.
SECRET SOCIETIES.
S. Clancy,
II.
Supreme
Clerk
Court
Address
T A. M.
E. H. Berguiann.Superlntendent Penitentiary
THE ST. LOUIS REPUBLIC,
Jl. Sliver City Chapter. No. 2, at Masonic Geo.
V. Knaebel,
St. Louis, Mo.
Adjutant General
Hall. Regular convocations on 3d Wednes-da- y R. J. Pulen.
Treasurer
evening of each month. All companions Demetrio I'erez,
Auditor
E. Cosurove, II. 1'. Amado
Invited to attend.Supt. of Schools
Chavez,
Pkkky B. Lady, Sec'y.
City
The
M. S. Hurt.
Coal Oil Inspector

ATTORNEY AT LAW.

SILVER C1TV

N. M.

...

wlee-a-we-

-

A

A.

I

Silver

& A. M.

Silver City Lodge, No. 8. Meets at Masonic Hall, over Silver City Nat'l Rank, tho
Thursday evening on or before the full moon
ouch month. All visiting brothers Invited to
u. Hennett, w. m
attend.
Perry B. Lady, Sec'y.
A E.S.
V. Sliver City Chapter No. 3.0. E. S. Meets
every 1st ana 3d Tuesday In each mouth at
masonic nan. mis. p.. i', i . v arrkn, vt. u
Mus. Nelly B. Lady. Sec'y.
T 0. O.K.
! Jas L. Ridgcly Encampment No. 1. meets
the 2d and 4th Wednesdays of each month.
Visiting patriarchs cordially Invited.
A. E. Atkins, C. P.
J. J. Kelly, Scribe.
T O. O. F.
1 Isaac, Tiffany Lodge. No. 13,

meets at Odd
Fellows' Hall, Bank building, Saturday evenings. Members of the order cordially Invited to attend.
F. P. J ox us, N. 0.
W.M. Cassman. Sec'y.
o. o. r.
Helen Lodge. No. 7. Roliokuh Degree
it
Meetings second and fourth Friday nights In
each month, at hall of I. S. Tiffany Lodge No.
13, Hank building.
Mits.M.A.Cliu.DKits.N. 0.
Miss Pearl Dotson. Sec'y

t

A

At

0. U.

W.

Meets on tho 1st and 3d Tuesday of each

month.

F.. M.

Fellow workmen cordially Invited.

Youno, Rec.

C. L.

Cantley,

M. F.

Silver City Tost Ollloe.
Office open dally except Sunday from 8 a.m
to 7 p. m.
Open Sundays from Oto (1:40 a. m., and one
hour after arrival of railway mall.
Money order department open dally except
Sundays from 8 a. ni. toil p. m.
Mall (doses for Fort Bayard. Central. Hanover, Georgetown and all railroad points

and Sundays.
Mail arrives from Pinos Altos dally except
Sundays ut 11:30 a. m.
L. A. Shelly, Post ma st eh

T

'

i

B. BORENSTEN.

J. SMITH,

L.

General Repair Shop.

CITY

J. W. Fleming,
J. W. Carter.
Win. F. Loren.,
Frank Wright,
C. L. Cantley,

Mayor
Treasurer
Clerk
Attorney
Marshal

BOARD OP EDUCATION.
G. N. Wood,

R. L. Powel.

Wm. Brahni,

COUNCILMEN.

White,
Martin Maher
M. K.

.las. Gillett,
Geo. 1). Jones.

FIRE DEPARTMENT.
L. A. Skelly
Chief
St. George Robinson
Assistant Chief
C. C.
Foreman, R. It. lioso Co.
liitehlll
Stevo Ulilo
Foreman. J. W. F. Hose Co
W. F. Lorenz Foreman. Hook and LadderCo

TÜPEKA & SANTA FE
RAILROAD TIME TABLE.
In Effect August 8, 1894.

ATCHISON,

dal-

at:40a. m.
Mall closes for Mogollón and all Intermediate points at 8 a. ni Mondays, Wednesdays
niul Fridays.
Mall closes for Pinos Altos daily except
Sundays at 4:15 p. m.
Mall arrives from the east, west and south
daily at 4 p. ni.
Mail arrives from Mogollón and Intermediate points at 7 a. m., Wednesdays, Fridays

LAND CLAIMS.

Mm-mu- r

OP P.

T7

iV, Meets 2d and 4th Tncsdiiv nlirlits nf nin.li
mout h.ut Odd Fellow's Hall. Visiting Knights
,i. k.
inviien.
hite, C. V
J. J. Siiehidan, K. R k S.

ly

COURT OP PRIVATE

Joseph R. Reed, of Iowa. Chief Justice.
F. Stone, of Col- Associate Justices-Wil- bur
Drives in DRY GOODS and
oriiuo; i nonius u. v uner or ivirm
uroiina;
ctfiTlirvrM
Willi,,
T....,i..uu.....
ll,..,i.ir
V
('
nt
'
'
Special Biirtmins in LADIES',
Sluss. of Kansas.
of Missouri, United (i KA'TS'
Matt G. Reynolds,
nml i'TITI .DUKX'S
States Attorney.
SHOES.
Also a full lino of GLASSCOUNTY.
WARE nml CROCKERY.
R. V. Ncwsham,
Probuto Judge We sell everything CHEAP
N. A. Itollcli,
Treasurer FOR CASH'.
B. M.Young,
Probate Clerk
liavlor Shannon,
Sheriff
A. it. Laird,
Collector
T. N. Chllders,
Assessor
G. R. Brown,
Surveyor
S. S. ilranuln,
Commissioner
A. J. Clark.
Commissioner
Thomas Foster
Commissioner
It. T. Link,
School Superintendent

No.

80B,

Arrives.
4:00 p. m.
"
1:10
"
12:40
11:45 a. m.
"
10:40
"
8:05
5:20 a. m.

Leu vo.

j
l

No. 805.

destination.

Departs.

Silver City

10:10 a. ni.

Rincón
LasCruces
El Paso

John

Guns

Rates Reasonable.
Broadway, opposite Broadway Hotel.
Dissolution Notice.
THIS INSTRUMENT. MADE THIS THE
I 7th day of January. 1HH5. Witnosseth:
That tho copartnership heretofore existing
between Victor Culberson, Baxter Bishop
and William F. Loren.. is hereby, as to the
said Baxter Bishop, dissolved, In consideration of lie purchase by said Victor Culberson and Wiilium F. Lorenz of all tlie right,
title, claim and Interest of tlie said Baxter
Bishop In and to tho property and rights of
tlie said copartnership, tliesiime being known
as tlie T. X. t 'utile Company. In witness
whereof the said parties have hereunto set
their hands tlie day and date above written.
William F. Lokknz,
Baxter Bisiioi',
1
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Victor Culiierson.

Wm. F. Lorenz,
FIRE, LIFE AND ACCIDENT
INSURANCE.

!

Homing

Nutt

ni.
f ..M u, m
1:40 p. m.

and Revolvers
Promptly Repaired.

Bicycles,

"
3:20
"
5:08
7:40 p. ni.
Arrives.

H. Miiuue. Agent.

Notary Prune
OITIcc at
SILVER CITY, NEW MEXICO.
Post-offic- e,

